SELLING DREAMS IN
AND AROUND INDIA

Travorgs

Now you can stop talking about it and do
it! Here at Travorgs We make it easy to
have your travel dreams come true, with
expert planning and the best resources!
Yes, now you can travel worry-free and
have the adventure of a lifetime all over
India

TRAVORGS
C-132, First Floor
Raju Park, Khanpur
Near Sainik Farms
South Delhi, 110062
Mobile: +91 9654857244,
+91 8800737310,
Ph: 011-29916406
Fax: 011-29916405
E-Mail:udit@travorgs.com
http://www.travorgs.com/

How often have you said out-loud, “I
would like to cruise in the back waters of
Kerala, Get lost in the wilderness of India,
Even get a bit of adventure rush while
rafting in the challenging rapids of
Ganges or Brahmaputra, Gather your
piece of mind in the white, green and
blue picturesque landscape of the
Himalayas. Or explore the unexplored
beauty of the 7 sisters - the North East
India”

The Adrenalin for
your Travel

WE HELP YOU UNDERSTAD INDIA

PH: 011-29916406

At Travorgs

Our mission is to provide you
with the most comfortable tour,
so we customize all our
packages to entertain different
client with different needs, we
want your travel experience to
be hassle free, luxurious and
knowledgeable, so that you
can have the adventure of a
lifetime that is exciting,
comfortable, and worry-free.
We look forward to showing
you the vibrant India!
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Tour packages
PICK A PACKAGE
We have several packages to
accommodate almost any need, or you
can let us create a custom travel package.
Following is a small sampling of some of
our packages. Call us to find out more
about these and other packages, or let us
know where you want to go and we can
create just the right custom package for
you!
ROYALNESS REDEFINED
Being treated like royalness is a fetish for
all, and Rajasthan is the land of unique
and colorful state in India- Treats you like
one. The state is culturally Rich and has
unique and vibrant culture-Rajasthan has

a wide diversity in its stunning and
interesting culture. Rajasthan has a
variety of excitements for a tourist such as
splendid temples, spectacular palace, rural
and desert landscapes, traditional and
colorful cultures. A trip to Rajasthan
offers you a memorable experience of
royalness and makes you feel like a V.I.P.
Packages for Rajasthan are available from
7 days to 21 days with different price
range including breakfast and dinner and
accommodation
WITH LOVE- FROM GOD
If there is one place in the riveting
diversity of India where there is intangible beauty, This state in the southern
tip of the Indian peninsula is an easy
winner owning to its mind blowing
landscape of palm trees, beaches and
backwaters. traditional Indian spas and
herbs where one’s body goes into
complete relaxation, come travel with us
to Kerala and discover the reason why
this place is also known as GOD’S OWN
COUNTRY.

THE ADOBE OF CLOUDS

EQUILATERAL CONNECTION

If you’re feeling jaded by the heat and
hassles of India, Sikkim is the perfect
antidote, It’s clean and the mountain air is
fresh. Best of all the people are
among India’s most friendly, with a
charming manner that is unobtrusive and
slightly shy. To really savor some true
Sikkimese atmosphere, visit a village
tongba-bar for some local millet beer: it’s
a bit like warm Japanese sake. Plunging
mountain valleys are lushly forested,
interspersed occasionally with rice
terraces and groves of flowering
rhododendrons. Tibetan-style Buddhist
monasteries (gompas) add splashes of
vermilion to the green ridgetops and are
approached through atmospheric avenues
of colourful prayer flags set on long
bamboo poles, the great Mt.
Kanchendzonga lise sharing the
boundaries with Sikkim and Nepal

India’s Golden Triangle compromises the
three most visited cities in the countries
north west- Delhi, Agra and Jaipur,
hosting some of the world Heritage sites
and Taj Mahal- one of the Seven Wonders
of the world and pride of India, reflecting
the mughal influence over India. These
cities are well connected to each other by
good roa and rail links. On the maps they
form a roughly equilateral triangle. The
triangle has been dubbed the “Golden” for
the extra ordinary Wealth of cultural and
historical splendors offered in each city.
CUSTOM PACKAGES
Can’t find a package to suit your needs? Let
us create a custom package for you. Tell us
where you want to go, how many days and
nights you want to spend on your trip, and
what kinds of tours and sightseeing you’re
most interested in. We’ll create a package
with your own tour guides and everything!
Prices vary. Group rates are available. Call
us for more information!
Note* All the packages above include transport,
Accommodation, breakfast and Dinner and all the
sightseeing’s.Please do call us for the cost and any
other information in the above given packages, and for
information on many other packages.

---- SEE YOU SOON----

